**GENERAL SUPPORTS**

- Audio-video monitors in the lobby

**MOBILITY & WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY**

- Box Office is wheelchair accessible with a lowered window
- Available wheelchair accessible button that opens the doors to the theatre
- **Street to Lobby (on the 2nd floor):** 34 steps, available elevator
- **Lobby to Bookstore & Concessions:** same floor
- **Lobby to Diamond Stage:** steps with railing, can get as close as row G without steps
- **Lobby to Griffin Theatre:** steps with railing, can get as close as row F without steps
- **Lobby to Linney Theatre:** accessibility changes from show to show
- **Wheelchair Seats:** all seats are removable, companion seats in parenthesis
  - **Diamond:** Orch G: 105 (106), 107 (108), 109 (110); Box L: 104 (105); Box R: 204 (203)
  - **Griffin:** Box L: D 1 (3, 5); Box R: D 2 (4, 6); Balcony: A 2 (4)
  - **Linney:** Flexible space, changes each show.

**VISION ASSISTANCE**

- Provide seats close to the stage as requested and available.
- Large print programs
- Signs in braille
- Increased floor staff for audio-described performances

**HEARING ASSISTANCE**

- Captioned videos
- Offers Open-Captioning performances throughout the seasons
- FM assisted listening devices with individual induction loops
  - Worn around the neck for those with t-coil enabled hearing devices
- FM assisted listening devices with accompanying headphones
  - Request a device at the cart next to the concierge desk in the lobby; provide ID
RESTROOMS

- **Women’s & Men’s**: lobby, no steps from theatre
  Each has one wheelchair-accessible stall
- **Family**: lobby, no steps from theatre
  One stall, wheelchair-accessible
  Changing table

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

- **Parking**: MPG Parking, 475 W. 41st ● 200 ft. away, coupons on Signature’s website
- **Food**: Signature Café & Bar, main lobby of theatre ● fully accessible
- **Food**: Chez Josephine, 414 W. 42nd St. ● .1 mile away, wheelchair-accessible, space for groups